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1 Introduction

Mediaeval Arabic manuscripts are not only valuable artifacts but they also represent one of the major sources of scholar information in the field of Oriental Studies. Although Arabic manuscripts have always remained in the focus of the scholars’ attention, for a long period of time the methods of their description and investigation have been almost unchanged and based not only on researcher’s experience, qualification and knowledge, but on a subjunctive opinion as well.

The description of these manuscripts has a long history and, as a rule, includes a collection of data on the history of their origin, content and characteristics of the physical state of the document.

Recent decades have witnessed the spread of the digital processing, retrieval, storage and transmission of information which, in its turn, has allowed new methods of data processing in Arabic, and opened new opportunities for scholars. Thus the digitalization of Arabic handwriting heritage has completely revolutionized this process and provides creation of electronic on-line catalogs, the digitization of the scanned images and, to some extent, optical character recognition (OCR).

2 The term “digitization”

In the historical perspective “digitizing of a document” meant a creative surrogate, an alternative carrier intended to be preserved [2]. Today there are several different interpretations of the term. Simplified understanding of the first approach is digitizing as making images: computer processing of Arabic manuscripts limited to their scanning and recording received in *.bmp, *.jpg, *.jpeg or other types of files on the media or posting them on sites of other academic institutions. The second approach lies in the field of text recognition, i.e. digitizing that includes scanning and optical character recognition as a minimum. This solution is quite difficult in case of Arabic manuscripts. There is another interpretation of the term “digitizing” which we refer to a historical document. Digitizing a huge amount of manuscripts requires a sophisticated information system that established relations between data (digital images) and metadata.

Metadata is a “structured piece of information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information resource” [3]. As a minimum, metadata should conform to the Shareable Metadata Guidelines for libraries. Digitization enhances access to the artifact as its image can be seen on the web by users all over the world. Besides, it can be sent for offline viewing using a higher resolution of uncompressed master file.

3 Previous experiences

Over the last fifteen years a lot of Arabic manuscripts digitization projects were carried out. Digital collection of manuscripts based on Arabic script is represented in the collections of libraries worldwide, including on-line databases [4]. For example, Princeton University Library and the Free University, Berlin, in conjunction with the Imam Zayd ibn Ali Cultural Foundation (IZhACF) in Sanaa, Yemen [5] implemented the collection that is a part of the Princeton Digital Library of Islamic Manuscripts [6].

1 The authors acknowledge Saint-Petersburg State University for a research grant 2.37.175.2014.
4 Specificity of Arabic Manuscript Digitization

Currently most of the manuscript centers and libraries focus on the creation of a digital copy of the manuscripts which in fact is the formation of databases either within the library network, or on-line supplied with search engines, rather than processing of the special features of a certain manuscript. The related and additional information is downloaded manually, and criteria of its selection depend on the operator’s subjunctive opinion.

For unification of the manuscript digitization the UMass Amherst Libraries Guidelines for Digitization were developed by members of the Digital Creation and Preservation Group for the application of all library digitization projects. These guidelines are designed to provide digital project managers with a set of minimum specifications for preservation-quality digitization of printed text, manuscripts, photographs, slides, rare books, sheet music, graphic arts, and maps. They provide a baseline for creating digital images that are of sufficient quality for long-term preservation [12].

Traditionally so called “subject metadata” include manuscript number, title, author, origin, organization, commentary, commentator, language of material, script, complete/incomplete, folio number, script, subject, bundle number, folio number, pages, missing portion, illustrations, condition, catalogue source, remarks, manuscript date, manuscript length, manuscript width. As well as the information about its origin, incipit, explicit, physical details, which include information about the script, color of ink, quality and completeness of the manuscript itself, number of lines on the page, columns, binding, loose quires etc.

The majority of the existing databases rely upon manual processing of the manuscript with its following integration into the software environment. At the same time existing technological solutions allow for the automatic description of a number of metadata characteristics. As a result there are two methods of manuscript analysis: the first of them is based upon the results of subjective perception and the second one is based on objective quantitative and qualitative indicators, which are presented in digital form.

The objective data usually refer only to the number and size of the pages, type of the binding, paper quality, number of lines per page, etc. More detailed characteristics, for example those associated with the so-called “rhythm” of the handwriting, with few exceptions still remain outside the view of researchers.

Meanwhile, the more detailed analysis of the formal data may provide additional information that can draw conclusions about the time and the place of the manuscript origin.
On the contrary, the computer analysis of the text may enable automatic determination of the whole range of characteristics such as:

- the type of the script;
- proportions between the size of the fields and text spacing between words and long words;
- the ratio between the height and width of the characters, diacritics location, tilt of the handwriting;
- the width of the lines of the characters can determine the degree of pressure, and hence the written tool type;
- the presence of different types of handwriting in one manuscript;
- the ratio between the text and the gaps;
- to identify particular color palette, illustrations, inventory marks and seals, inscriptions on the sidelines, the color characteristics of ink, the use of color in the text of the manuscript;
- to define ratio between the parameters of the text and the features of its and orientation of its fragments, the shape and the type of the manuscript layout.

Due to the objective assessment of each manuscript the text may be correlated with a particular school of manuscript, in fact such a correlation is possible when the information is available on the manuscript scribes.

In this case the traditional methods of the classification of the script are insufficient since there are also "hybrid" versions of the characters (e.g. Maghreb typeface of ) / (fa’). It is the computer analysis which can provide scale and objective systematization of ideas about spellings lower and upper detail view, closed ) (mīm) and open ) (bā) inner elements of the characters, diacritics, vowels, ligatures.

The traditional classification of Arabic handwriting scripts (naskh, kufi, maghribi, nastaliq etc.) which is based on subjective visual analysis and evaluation remains unchanged, and it is rather arbitrary (‘number of points along the lines’), and does not reflect the whole reality of Arabic tradition of handwriting.

Computer analysis would allow going far beyond the approximate classification of Arabic handwriting. It will help to classify handwritten texts based on objective (digital) characteristics, for example, based on such indicators as the differences in the degree of roundness of letters in Naskh and Kufic texts. As a result, the whole range of the script variants may be divided into several groups (clusters) depending on the type of characters, their density, etc.

It is known that texts which belong to different handwritten schools have different writing of certain letters, as well as the differences in the location and orientation of the fragments of the text, text density (space occupied by individual letters, the number of letters falling on the page), variety of extra elements, such as illumination, colors. Thus, the task is to identify certain patterns and proportions of the text rather than to implement linear and vertical segmentation, as it is customary in the OCR.

Diachronically the basic parameters of the Arabic manuscripts were developing (i.e. size of the pages, type of binding, ink color, its type) depending on the manufacturer, written tools, local technologies and existing manuscript tradition (line width, spacing, types of word wraps, peculiarities of graphics, text illuminations etc.). Since all these parameters are multifaceted and include a lot of data, they cannot be systemized and described as a whole without the application of computer technologies.
Databases and digital ‘passport’ of the manuscript

The spectrum and combination of digital indicators of this kind are unique for each manuscript, and may be considered as manuscript digital ID.

Each manuscript has a unique set of special features and characteristics (types of script, variations of color, filigrees, chainlines, various types of paper, etc.) which may be compared with fingerprints, and which may be processed with the help of computer technologies. Thus, digital processing can determine the exact number of lines in the text, the angle at which the text is placed between the grid lines (laid paper / chainlines) on a specific page, as well as throughout the manuscript as a whole. In this case the task is to determine which features are relevant to a certain manuscript and, finally, to build hierarchical system of these features. The data obtained will allow formation of databases and developing advanced search engines.

Characteristics of the manuscript can be divided into those which ‘lie on a surface’ (explicit), and those that require further analysis (implicit).

The language of the manuscript, handwritten text color, manuscript size, number of pages, paper color, text orientation (landscape / non-album) etc. are among these explicit characteristics. Among the implicit characteristics are the number of characters, the ‘inner rhythmic of the text’, location and orientation of its elements, use of words and expressions, etc.

Digital 'passport' forms a manuscript's feature vector which may be interpreted as a point in a metric space. Having a set of feature vectors it is possible to perform a clustering (grouping) of manuscripts. On the one hand manuscript clustering allows to build a classifier to automatically determine the writing style, era and even the possible authorship. On the other hand it allows to extract an essential data for analysis of relationships between manuscripts and for tracking the dynamics of writing style evolution. It is known that clustering methods on the basis of randomized learning theory [14, 15] provide an appropriate results for different kind of data sets with noises and uncertainties. Such useful properties seem to be very promising for Arabic manuscripts processing.

6 Conclusion

The set of indicators specific to each individual manuscript is unique, and allows us to classify it and assign to a specific point in time and the spatial coordinates. Creating of such digital manuscript “passport” will allow its comparative analysis in comparison with other manuscripts, to implement their classification, to draw conclusions about its authorship, as well as to define whether it is an autographed manuscript or a copy, attribute it to a certain handwritten school or copyist, and also to help in its dating. Such kind of digital "passport" will facilitate the process of cataloging manuscripts, preparing them for further scholar investigation.
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